
Recently a rather interesting study
was reported by A.R. Meethaml of the
National Physical Laboratory in Eng-
land on the use of information theory
in evaluation of information retrieval
systems. Meetham shows that Shannon’s

basic theorems provide a valid instru-
ment for comparative ranking of the

effectiveness of a variety of indexing
. .

systems, mcludmg citation indexing;
and he concludes that “retrieval by
citation indexing and bibliographic
coupling must rank among the best
valued of the conventional indexing
languages. ”

I find it at once gratifying and
surprising that citation indexing should

so soon be described as one of the
“conventional” indexing languages of
science. Such a description may indeed
seem premature, for even as Meetham
was drawing his conclusion, a survey
being conducted by N.B. Hannay of
the Bell Telephone Laboratories was
to reveal that only one in five chemists
was aware of the availability of the

Science Citation Indexm z. Considering
in addition how recently many biblio-
graphic experts were propounding that
citation indexing simply could not
work in information retrieval, much
less in sociometric research, it is diff-
icult to restrain astonishment at frnd-
ing our Science Citution Index so

suddenly and so respectably labeled

“conventional”. (1

the Hannay report

should add that

does draw a con-

September 9, 1970

:lusion that does not surprise me and
me with which I heartily agree, namely
:hat “many people not using Science
Uitation Index would find it profitable
!0 learn to use it.”)

For readers who may be unfamiliar

with the distinction between citation
,ndexing and bibliographic couplings
M retrieval techniques, let me say only
:hat bibliographic coupling is an ex-
tension of citation indexing wherein
me attempts to measure the sub-
stantive similarity of documents, and
thus the relevance of their content to
]earch queries, by determining their
“coupling strength”, that is, the degree
to which both cite the same sources.

But it has been my experience that
bibliographic coupling is by no means
an exclusive measure of one’s possible
interest in a ncw paper - a paper, for
example, that may cite only one of the
source references that is part of my
ASCA o profile. It is not really diff-
icult to understand why this should be

so. To the extent that two or more
members of an invisible college are
familiar with the literature, their pa-
pers are likely to exhibit high coupiing
strength. But if a nonmember cites

just one pertinent reference, it may
put me in touch with work that is
sufficiently novel to warrant further
investigation.

[n any case, Mectham has performed
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a very useful service in investigating he was not the first to suggest the use
methods of evaluating the performance of information theory in this field4.

of retrieval systems. [ might add that
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Inf~rm~tion Theory and Other Quantitative Factors in

Code Design for Document Card Systems*

Eugene Garfield

Institute for Scient@c Information
325 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106

In the past ten years, the field of
information retrieval has witnessed
the development of many new sys-
tems, devices, and theories. In par-
ticular, two opposing “schools” of
thought on card indexing systems
have developed. One claims that the
term card (unit term) or “collating”
system is the most desirable. The
other advocates the document card
(unit record) or ‘‘scanning” system.
Dr. Whaley has noted many of the
advantages and disadvantages of
collating and scanning systems, and
I am glad to adopt his terminology
and agree with most of his com-
ments. I For the record, however, I
wish to remind the proponents of
term card systems that theirs was
no new finding. Coste1102 says
Batten3 anticipated Taube 4 by 15
years. Batten was anticipated by at
least another 35 years.

One term card system began at
the turn of the century at Johns
Hopkins Hospital. Subsequently, it
went through all the evolutionary

stages which
the inherent

clearly demonstrate
similarities between

term card and document card sys-
tems. This does not mean that the
rediscovery of the term card system
was an insignificant development.
After all, many useful ideas and in-
ventions are redkcovered and we
are grateful for these discoveries.
However, when appropriate, our
precursors ought to be given credit.
Even the ten column posting card
was anticipated by Paul Otlet,
founder of the modern documenta-
tion movement.5 Indeed, long ago,
the term card system was used in
several medical institutions, includ-
ing Johns Hopkins Hospital and the
Mayo Clinic.

Texts on medical records man-
agement demonstrate such sys-
tems.c These consist of one 3 x 5
card for each disease (term). Each
card then lists the case history docu-
ment numbers for all patients so
diagnosed. Ultimately, the number
of case history numbers grew larger

Reprinted with permission from the Journal o~ Chemical Documentation 1:70, 1961.
Copyright by the American Chemical Society.

* Presented at the American Documentation Institute Annual Meeting, 22 October
1959, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa.
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and the time required to make any
correlations between two diagnostic
term cards increased to ridiculous,
exponential proportions. Some-
where along the line it was decided
that the document card system
should be employed. At Johns
Hopkins and Mayo, Hollerith cards
were in use as early as the 1920’s.
The School of Public Health at
Johns Hopkins was one of the earli-
est users of punched-card machines.
Their equipment is still of early
vintage. At Johns Hopkins, even
the IBM card finally became a
problem as the volume of patients
grew into the hundreds of thou-
sands. The “vicious circle” was
continued when it was decided to
use duplicate sets of cards-i e.,
rotated files, not unlike the system
used at the Chemical-Biological Co-
ordination Center (CBCC) several
years ago.7 Finally, this semi-col-
Iating,semi.scanning system was
abandoned because of the high cost
of storing millions of cards. The
entire file was tabulated on printed
sheets and the punched-cards
thrown out. This printed index ar-
rangement is very similar to the
original term card arrangement.
However, in a separate section, the
equivalent of the document card is
also printed. Thus, one is able to do
a search by both methods. Depend-
ing upon the individual search
either one or both may be used.
Pre-coordinations were made where
appropriate befote printing the
index.

The Mayo Clinic long ago at-
tacked the space problem in another
fashion. The storage density of the
IBM card was increased by a system
of binary coding.s These IBM meth-
ods, 1 believe, are still used there.

“l’he binary coding utmzes all ot the

4024 combinations possible in a 12
position punched-card column. It is
understandable that a group of stat-
isticians would discover this meth-
od. After all, statisticians work with
probability data constantly. How-
ever, it is interesting that many
people, including the statisticians,
have been clever in finding ways of
increasing the number of codes that
can be crammed on a card (Wise,9
Mooers, 10 et al.). However, the
problem of how many times each
was used was not considered as
important.

This aspect first troubled me
while working with the IBM 101 at
the Welch Medical Library Indexing
Project. 11 Some readers may recall
the experimental 101 system we
demonstrated in 1953 using five
dtgit decimal codes, randomly
strung along the first sixty columns
of an IBM card. 12 For each subject
heading or descriptor there was one
five digit decimal number. Each
card contained 12 such numbers.
The details are described in the
final report of the project. To use
the same code length for all de-
scriptors regardless of their fre-
quency was rather ineftlcient in
terms of space utilization, input
time and searching cost. Obviously,
others have arrived at similar con-
clusions because their coding sys-
tems intuitively employ a statistical
approach. It is surprising, however,
how many extant systems still do
not make provisions for “normal
distribution. ” A good example is
the CBCC system, and the same is
true of Uniterm, 13 Zatocoding14
and others. To reiterate: they all use
the same amount of coding space
for each descriptor, regardless of its
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frequency of use.
Working with the CBCC system,

and utilizing Heumann’s statistical
data15 on about 25,000 chemical
compounds coded with this system,
it was possible to design a code
which reduced significantly card
space and the time and cost of
searching. For the moment it is suf-
ficient to state briefly that the sta-
tistical information available on the
CBCC file was used to construct a
normal distribution curve giving the
frequency of use of each alpha-
numerical code. One then arbitrarily
breaks into the frequency curves in
various sections to determine the
space allocations for the descriptors.
If a descriptor, such as benzene,
occurs in half the chemicals and the
code for uranium occurs rarely,
why devote the same amount of
space to both. Obviously, as
Wiswesser,16 Steidle17 and many
others have found, it is quite suffi-
cient to assign permanent card loca-
tions to frequently occurring codes.
On the other hand, descriptors
which occur infrequently can be
assigned some coding configuration
w$ich requires, relatively, a great
deal of card space. This will be of
little consequence since it will crop
up so rarely. These “rare” birds are
treated as a class and codes are
used that permit many combina-
tions in a larger space. The Mayo
system is one example; another is
the Zator system, as applied by
Schultz. 18 Indeed, one of the pri-
mary shortcomings of Mooers’ Zator
system is the indiscriminate, i. e.,
random assignment of an equal
number of code symbols regardless
of actual occurrence in the file. 19
This results in excess noise, i. e,,
false drops. Incidentally, I wish to

point out that i am well aware of
Mooers’ early at%empt in American
Documentation to set Wise straight
on the folly of a superimposed
coding scheme for the now defunet
Rapid Selector.9* 10 However, to use
probability theory is one thing—to
use information theory is something
else. We all readily can visualize
methods of utiiizing card space that
will grossly take advantage of the
facts revealed by a statistical analy-
sis of the use made of a particular
descriptor dictionary or subject
heading list. The theoretician, how-
ever, wants precise quantitative cri-
teria for allocating code space to
individual descriptors or groups of
descriptors, Here is where Informa-
tion Theory comes to the rescue.
The design of the most eftlcient
coding system does not depend
upon the meaning of terms. The
terms, by themselves, have no in-
formational value. Rather, it is the
frequency of use of a particular de-
scriptor which determines its infor-
mational content. One can only
measure the amount of information
in the word benzene when trans-
mitting it in English text. As a code
or term in a document collection
dictionary, the word has no value. It
is only significant in so far as it oc-
curs with a particular frequency. If
half of the chemicals coded contain
benzene then the knowledge that a
particular chemical contains ben-
zene reduces the remaining choices
to one half.

Having cleared the cobwebs on
what the real “coding” problem is
in documentation systems it is then
relatively simple to apply Shannon’s
basic formula for measuring infor-
mational content.20 I might men-
tion that it is dit%cult, at first, to
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think of the card searching problem
as a transmission problem. How-
ever, if you think in terms of mag-
netic tape systems (Univac) or
paper tape systems such as the
Western Reserve Scanner, it is
easier to see an analogy between
“transmission” and searching.

The information content of a doc-
ument jile is neither the number of
descriptors used, nor the number of
documents which the van”ous com-
binations of descriptors constitute.
The information content of a docu-
ment collection is a function of the
probabilities of the descriptors in
the dictionary. H, the familiar ther-
modynamic entropy function, and
Shannon’s measure of information,
is equal to the sum of the individual
probabilities multiplied by the log-
arithm of the individual probabili-
ties, ie., H = -(P1 log Pl 1- P2 log
PI+. . . +Pn IOg Pn).

From this we are able to draw
many interesting conclusions. For
example, a document collection of
1,000 documents may contain no
more information than a document
collection of one million documents.
This fact accounts for the intuitive
decision of the Patent Offke to use a
“composite” card, which in cer-
tain cases is quite justifiable.21 It
also can be shown that the informa-
tional equality in two such files can
be changed readily if the depth of
indexing is altered. Indeed, if the
informational content remains con-
stant during such a growth one
must either conclude that unneces-
sary cards remain in the ffle, new
sub-dividing terms are required, or
noise is present during a search.
This situation is illustrated perfectly
by our experience in coding steroid
chemicals using the Patent Ot%ce

coae. In many instances a aozen
different steroids were coded exactly
alike. If the code dictionary is not
changed, it is properly concluded
that it is more economical to ‘‘com-
posite” the 12 cards into one. How-
ever, one could increase the spec-
ificityy of the coding. From the point
of view of the Patent OffIce, with
emphasis on the generic approach,
the former conclusion, compositing,
may appear simplest. From the
point of view of the research chem-
ist the latter approach, more spe-
cificity in coding, is more desirable.
Taube’s paper at the ICSI Con-
ference implies that a term card
system for the same steroid file
could be used as readily as the
Patent Oftlce document card sys-
tem.22 This has a theoretical validi-
ty in view of the fact that in both
systems no attention whatsoever is
devoted to the frequency of occur-
rence of the various codes. (The
Patent OffIce uses one punched hole
position for each descriptor and the
Uniterm system uses a 4 digit docu-
ment number for each descriptor. )
Indeed, from a tabulation of the
coding done by the Patent OffIce of
over 2500 U.S. patents, involving
about 35,000 codes, it is no coin-
cidence to find that seven descrip-
tors account for over 9,200 codes, 16
additional account for another 9,100,
the next 52 another 9,400 and all the
remaining 359 descriptors 6,800.23
Deciding the relative merits of
working with a term card involving
1,500 document numbers (the high-
est frequency code) or the time to
run 2,500 cards through a machine
with a speed varying (according to
price) from 500 to 2,000 cards per
minute is meaningless. This be-
comes particularly ludlcrous if one
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then considers the time required to
find those chemicals containing

both a 3-Hydroxy Steroid code and a
17-Hydroxy steroid which occurs
with almost equal frequency (1 ,200
occurrences). Instead of matching
numbers on Uniterm cards by eye,
one can speed this up by “collat-
ing” on an IBM machine at speeds
comparable to the sorting operation.
Using a Ramac system or a high
speed computer this can be speeded
further.24 The point is that each
system, according to the circum-
stances, has advantages and for this
reason, in certain cases, I have used
a combination of both—even going
so far as to maintain two indepen-
dent systems. This is commonly

done, but not admitted, in many
installations.

Returning to the discussion of the
now measurable quantity H of an
information file, to explain how this
measure of information is deter-
mined and used, I must resort to
basic Information Theory. For that I
have paraphrased Shannon’s own
words, to which I refer those who
are not yet familiar with Information
Theory .20

Information Theory is concerned
with the discovery of mathematical
laws governing systems designed to
communicate or manipulate infor-
mation. It sets up quantitative
measures of information and the
capacity to transmit, store and pro-
cess information. Information is in-
terpreted to include the messages
occurring in standard communica-
tion media, computers, and even
the nerve networks of animals. The
signals or messages need not be
meaningful in any ordinary sense.
Information Theory is quite differ-
ent from classical communication

engmeermg theory, which deals
with the devices used—not with
that which is communicated.

I submit that most of the polemics
concerning devices, i. e., term card
vs. document card systems have
kept us in the dark ages of conven-
tional engineering theory. Relative-
ly speaking, we have paid little
attention to the nature of the infor-
mation itself. This led to the failure
to design really eftlcient searching
devices; anyone who rents an IBM
machine knows this. The measure
of information, H, is important be-
cause it determines the saving in
transmission time that is possible,
by proper encoding, due to the
statistics of the message source.
Consider a model language in which
there are only four letters—A, B,
C, and D. These letters have prob-
abilities 1/2, 1/4, 1/8 and 1/8. In a
long text, A will occur 1/2 the time,
B one quarter, and C and D each
1/8. Suppose this language is to be
encoded into binary digits, O or 1 as
in a pulse system with two types of
pulse. The most direct code is: A
equal 00, B equal 01, C equal 10,
and D equal 11. This code requires 2
binary digits per letter. However, a
better code can be constructed, with
A equal O, B equal 10, C equal 110
and D equal 111. The number of
binary digits used in this code is
smaller on the average. ltwill equal
1/2 (1) -t 1/4 (2) + 1/8 (3) + 1/8
(3) = 1 3/4, where the first term
dei-ives from letter A, second B, etc.
This is just the value of H found if
the probability functions are calcu-
lated.

The result verified for this special
case holds generally—if the infor-
mation rate of the message is H bits
per letter, it is possible to encode it
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into binary digits using, on the
average, only H binary digits per
letter of text. There is no method of
encoding which uses less than this
amount if the original message is to
be recovered without noise. An
average of 1 1/4 bits is possible if
the message is allowed to be noisy,
i.e., not a completely faithful rendi-
tion of the original message.

Before we can consider how infor-
mation is to be measured it is neces-
sary to clarify the precise meaning
of “Information” to the communi-
cation engineer. In general, mes-
sages to be transmitted have
“meaning,” but have no bearing on
the problem of transmitting the
information. It is as diftlcult to
transmit nonsense words or sylla-
bles as meaningful text (more so in
fact). The significant point is that
one particular message is chosen
from a set of possible messages.
What must be transmitted is a
specification of the particular mes-
sage chosen by the information
source. The original message can be
reconstructed at the receiving point
only if such an unambiguous spec-
ification is transmitted. Thus “in-
formation” is associated with the
notion of a choice of a set of
possibilities. Furthermore, these
choices occur with certain probabili-
ties; some messages are more fre-
quent than others.

The simplest type of choice is
from two possibilities, each with
probability 1/2, as when a coin is
tossed. It is convenient, but not
necessary, to use as the basic unit
the binary digit or bit. l~there are N
possibilities, all equally likely, the
amount of information is given by
log21V. If the probabilities are not
equal, the formula is more compli-

cated. When the choices have prob-
abilities PI, P2, . . ,, Pn, the amount
of information El is given by the
equation above. An information
source produces a message which
consists not of a single choice but of
a sequence of choices, for example,
the letters of a printed text or the
elementary words or sounds of
speech. In these cases, by an appli-
cation of a generalized formula for
H, the rate of production of infor-
mation can be calculated. This “in-
formation” rate for English text is
roughly one bit per letter, when
statistical structure out to sentence
length is considered (see Bell Sys-
tem Tech. J., October 194925 or
“Encyclopedia Britannica” article
on Information Theory26).

The problem of applying informat-
ion theory to documentation, I be-
lieve, is to be solved in properly de-
fining the information source, which
is the totality of descriptors as-
signed in any file. The next problem
is defining the language units, Le.,
the descriptors and/or their com-
ponents. A classification number,
e.g., has built into it much more
information than a Uniterm. Each
facet of the class number must be
taken into consideration when
measuring the information content
of a classification system. It is then
necessary to determine the proba-
bilities of the units involved.

I will further hazard the state-
ment that in the design of a docu-
ment card of the IBM type the most
efficient space utilization will be
obtained when the informational
content of all card jields approach
equality. For example, in the case of
the steroid file mentioned above, a
card of four basic fields could be
designed in which about 25’?’. of the
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information was contained in each.
The first “field” would consist of
one column of 12 punches. The

twelve most frequently occurring

codes would be assigned to each of
the twelve locations. The next eigh-
teen codes would be accommodated
in another column divided into six
sections, each of which could ac-
commodate three different mutually
exclusive codes. You cannot have a
steroid which is both an 11-keto and
an 1l-hydroxy compound. In actual
punched-card application I suspect
that one would continue to use the
first five columns, at least, for direct
codes covering the first 60 most fre-
quently occurring descriptors. If
not, another field could be used to
accommodate the next 28 codes
dividing one or more columns into 4
sections, each containing 3 punches.
To accommodate the remaining 359
codes in one field would be quite
simple by using all the 495 combi-
nations (binary) of four hole punch-
ing patterns possible. The number
of columns in the field would de-
pend upon the average number of
such codes possible in a single
compound. Specific characteristics
of existing equipment may modify
this decision.

The preceding example of apply-
ing measures of information content
to the design of an IBM card has
been very brief and may not be en-
tirely clear to those not familiar with
IBM machines. It is important, at
this point, to make clear the similar-
ity between this simple code for an
lBM card and a similar code that
can be used for a variety of docu-
ment card or scanning card sys-
tems. Let us take up a brief dis-
cussion of the qualitative aspects of
document cards systems, particu-

larly as they relate to coding.
By document card systems, as

contrasted to term card systems, we
mean systems wherein all descrip-
tors, or codes for descriptors, are
retained together in the particular
storage medium involved. Thus, in
a punched-card document card sys-
tem, i. e., McBee, E-Z Sort, IBM,
Remington Rand, Underwood-
Samas, etc., the holes or perfora-
tions are used to encode descriptors
assigned to individual docu-
ments.27 In a limited sense, the
card is the document. Indeed, if the
coding were suftlciently elaborate
and detailed the card could be the
document. The original Luhn Scan-
ner employed an IBM card in which
semantically factored words were
stretched across the card to form an
encoded telegraphic style mes-
sage.28 The IBM card employed
was the standard 80 column card
with a total of 960 punching posi-
tions.

Punched-card document card sys-
tems have their counterparts in film
(FiImore29 and Minicard30) where
again all the descriptor codes are
assembled together on a single
piece of unitized film. The coding
patterns may or may not be exactly
of the type found on punched-cards.
However, black or white spots cor-
respond to perforations or the lack
of perforations. The film-card
(microfiche) may also contain a
micro image of the original docu-
ment. Similarly, an lBM card could
contain the same micro ima e in a

fmicrofilm insert (Filmsort).3 Simi-
larly, the Magnacard32 is the mag-
netic analog of a punched card. In
this case information is coded as
magnetized spots on magnetic tape.

The unit-card characteristic com-
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mon to ~unched-cards, film cards.
and magnetic cards is not only
found in document-card systems.
The same information found on
Magna-cards can be stored on con-

tinuous magnetic tape. This is done
on Univac and the IBM 700 series

computers. The mechanisms em-
ployed to scan the “card” (sections

of tape) are naturally somewhat dif-
ferent. Similarly, the defunct Rapid
Selector was a continuous series of
Filmorex cards strung out on one

reel of film.ss In the Benson-

Lehner Flip system, the Rapid Se-
lector system is partially revived.s’l
A commomise ‘between Filmorex.
and the Rapid Selector was sug-
gested in the AMFIS system by
Avakian,35 The serial counterpart
of tIerforated cards can be found in
th~ Flexowriter tape used at West-
ern Reserve where each document
is represented by a series of codes
exa~ly as in the-fasion of the Luhn
scanner.36 This is no different from
teletype tape except for the number
of channels involved and the selec-
tor circuitry.

The Zator card is another version
of the punched card.37 The coding
method employed has no basic de-
pendence upon the card. It can be
used with any type of document
card system. Superimposition of
codes is employed to make more ef-
ficient use of space. I mentioned
earlier some of the limitations of
Zator coding theory.

There are, obviously, many fac-
tors to consider in evaluating docu-
ment card systems. Cost is one fac-
tor, but 1 believe its relative im-
portance has been overly stressed
by Taube and others.38 Document
card systems are not inherently ex-
pensive, nor small collections of

manual punched-cards. Dr. Whaley
has covered more than adequately
many other factors which may favor
the document-card or scanning card
system. 1 He particularly st~essed
the need, sometimes, to retain re-
lationships between various de-
scriptors. He did not stress ade-
quately the advantages in terms of
input convenience and cost, where
it is equally advantageous to keep
codes together. Preparing a single
IBM card is simpler than posting a
dozen or more document numbers
to indivi@al term cards. It is also
simpler than duplicating the same
card a dozen times, each to be filed
in twelve different tile locations.

At the present time, punching a
really eftlcient IBM card is ditllcult
because the IBM machines are not
designed for retrieval purposes ex-
clusively. However, in my own ex-
perience, preparing elaborately
punched cards is not an insur-
mountable obstacle. Key-punching
costs are not considered major prob-
lems when a file is used repeatedly.
Another factor to consider is search-
ing time for large tiles. This can be
cut down by converting to speedier
machines—if time is a problem.

The major criticism of existing
document-card svstems is the need
to operate in a “scanning” sense,
i.e., each card or each unit of tape
or file must physically pass by a
scanning unit. When there are large
volume; of records involved very
high speeds may be required. This
is not only costly, but it will be ob-
vious that there is a limit to the
speeds we can reach in mechanical-
ly transporting cards, film, etc. It is
phenom-enal how fast some sorting
and scanning devices do work, and
possibly these speeds will satisfy
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most requirements for a long time.
However, these speeds are general-
ly available only at a relatively high
price. IBM machine rentals are
higher in proportion to the speed at
which they work, presumably be-
cause of greater maintenance and
engineering cost. IBM tabulator
rentals also vary according to the
speed at which they are operated.

An ideal document card system
would be one in which the basic
advantages are retained—unit rec-
ord input and storage, logical capa-
bilities, etc. However, one would
like to eliminate the need to scan
the entire document file, in d physi-
cal sense, i. e., by passing cards
through a sorter, or magnetic tape
past a reading lead, running film by
a photoelectric cell. I believe such a
system is possible and required par-
ticularly if we are to achieve the ul-
timate in access time. Such a sys-
tem would be a truly random-access
system and not a term card system
using so-called random access. Sys-
tems such as RAMAC or AMFIS do
not appear to be as energy con-
suming as high speed tape readers
or sorters on punched cards, but
their mechanical characteristics
would seem to be limiting. It is com-
parable to solving the problem of
sorting at high speeds by using a
dozen sorters all at once. Similarly
to use the equivalent of a dozen
magnetic tape readers is no funda-
mental solution. In the ideal, the file
will remain completely stationary
and the scanning mechanism will be
able to identify the existence of de-
sired codes by scanning in a non-
mechanical fashion, An approach in
this direction is seen in the Bell
Telephone system of routing long
distance calls by use of special

punched cards. Verner W, Clapp
once asked me why you couldn’t
wave a flashlight at a file and have it
throw out the answers. This is not
impossible, I have been exploring a
similar principle utilizing electro-
magnetic phenomena which I have
called Radio Retrieval.

In conclusion, I have tried to show
the fundamental similarities be-
tween so-called term card and doc-
ument card systems by tracing the
cyclical evolution of a term card
system into a document card sys-
tem, then into a semi-document
card system employing collating
methods, and finally back to a term
card printed index arrangement. 1
maintain that the differences be-
tween term and document card sys-
tems are basically illusory. You will
find vigorous proponents for each
system depending upon the circum-
stances. If one had no indexing sys-
tem at all in the first place, any
system is an improvement. Once a
system is adopted, thereby improv-
ing access to documents, a proposal
to merely change the mechanics will
not usually excite people.

An area of research which re-
quires more fundamental work is in
coding. No matter what system is
used, the same amount of informat-
ion is produced if one uses the
same code dictionary and code fre-
quencies.

The Patent OffIce Steroid Code
would be, theoretically, equally ef-
ficient with a term card system as in
its present document card system.
From a practical point of view,
it would not. Using Information
Theory the coding space required in
a document card system can be
reduced considerably. It is possible
that similar etllciencies are possible
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in designing term card systems, but
these are not yet apparent and may
be difticult to find. In other words,
term card systems are inherently
ineftlcient because they seemingly
cannot take advantage of the varia-
tions in code frequencies which are
inherent to all information systems.
According to Keckley, “there is a
central tendency for 90T0 of the ac-
tivity to be concentrated within 257?0
of the classifications. ‘’39 This ap.

pears to be well substantiated in the
coding of 2,500 steroid compounds
from the literature. Furthermore,
term card space requirements may
increase exponentially as the size of
the collection grows. A collection of
1,000 documents requires less than
7 bits per descriptor assignment, a
collection of 10,000 about 12 bits per
descriptor assignment, 100,000 16
bits, and 1,000,00020 bits.

Mooers deserves credit for recog-
nizing the value of Information The-
ory for retrieval theory .40 However,
it is just as inefficient to use five
punched holes for every descriptor
on a document card as it is to use a
five digit document number on a
term card, By proper application of
descriptor probabilities Information
Theory can make Zato coding even
more powerful.

It has been shown that one can
quantitatively measure the amount
of information in a document col-
lection by the Shannon formula
H = -(P1 log P1 + P2 log P2 +
. . .Pn 10g Pn)

As a result of this expression, it is
concluded that the size of a docu-
ment collection is no realistic meas-
ure of its “information content. ”
Indeed, two collections of entirety

dijferent size contain the “‘same”
information if they use exactly the
same code or dictionary with the
sum e percentage distribution of de-
scn’ptors. Thus, in this sense the
Library of Congress Subject Catalog
contains no more information than
the local Public Library Catalog.
This may sound startling or ridicul-
ous to librarians. However, as long
as the local Library uses the LC
Subject Heading Authority List, it
may even contain more information
because it may add further refine-
ments to the existing LC dictionary
or use it with varying frequency as-
signments. A special library is of
more use to its clientele than is the
Library of Congress. To alter the in-

formation content of a collection one
must index in greater depth—not
index more documents. This point is
most important in industry.

Analysis of the Patent OffIce ster-
oid code frequencies illustrates in a
simple case how Information Theory
may be put to use.41 A brief sum-
mary and review of Shannon’s In-
formation Theory has been pre-
sented to show that the past preoc-
cupation of documentalists with de-
vices is comparable to the earlier
preoccupation of communication
engineers with machines rather
than the information they were
transmitting. The main problem in
applying information theory in
documentation is in defining the
“information source” and the
“channel. ” A completely successful
retrieval system must combine the
advantages of both term and docu-
ment card systems in such a way
that all inertial characteristics of
existing systems are removed.
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PRELIMINARY Y REPORT ON THE MECHANICAL

ANALYSIS OF INFORMATION BY USE OF

THE 101 STATISTICAL PUNCHED CARD MACHINE

lYtR2KMYCARFIELP

The %ndyota d teformatton” hcs a vubty
d wmdrvge. he may have a filo 04 documents
‘er?d Wlel! to select to various ways types of ln-
~orma@3+i wtti any number of crltorla aa the

?sM.9 * eeteeitmb Thus one maybe Wmw3ted

ta at%b RtMtettes, even U edy the number rd
$ooumonts etored. More often one ta interested
ta &a nwmbw d mtto rneatlng ccmtatn raqulre -
wmrke an ta ce=eue cmmte. One rtmy wteh to
seket and utttmately remove from the file unite
=mwt oertata cd thee crlterk Thle to
wltxm referred to 00 selection or tn tho case of
MM&I&3 documcwtn%FFZK%eee - literature

m:~~:h:~:=~:~~:-
-~Y UWeMd data. Tbe tremmdooe increwe
ta the 61a.a et tnforrnatloe fltes ham made these
prwblmoc most dlfftcdt to eotve by cowventiond
motMda. It to felt that there may eabst come
rwmdy ~ thte qwmtltative probkrn U we b
ta e4me way meshaatxa the prooedurce ta-
votve& “T?& s41par dtacwoe one approach to
tbe mectkdemh d lnfarrnation eer3ty13te, aa
mkdled le the uee d the IBM 101 E!leotrordc
E&At.etkal Maobtea.

SefOre dhcuoetng the uc+e d the 101 ittatm.
pertant that we consider why we w rneohtnm
at all. WUh the rtaptd Intermktgltng ad ov.er -
Mplng of subject disciplines, espaetdty ta soi-

ence, one might nay that ti the time ware avail-

able some et w mlghb of mceealty, rend end
digest all td the reaorded MomnetlmrnvaWbl&
U tile were poaslble, w itonce wh, we might

not be no concerned with thte problem 04 eeko-
tlon 0! information. But W* do not have udim-
itedtlmth In&cd, the ttme kctor la proimbly
the essmtse of the problem. It ts, therefore,
necessary to speed up the prooess d sdeotton
by mecharkation. I&a moot ot#er spp!lcattotm
of machines, we owe the machine to do ● task
we could do oureelves, but we have neither b
th= the anergy to do it. W* we mecNnes
to facilitate operations we now do mwwatty. n
ta motpmtinent to dtecum at thte ttme whether
wmchlnew ‘thtnks er nob bot itAouM bemen-
timed that bwomwe machinea are mere effiolmk?
than wmn tn repetltivo oparattoos, wk9 ftitd ttmt
we are toky parformtng numwoue t&&eJ eepe.
ctall~ in tnformattoa analyata, Umt we vmuld
navar have contemyhmd Mere. True, tM
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information must be fed into the machine - {t
must have been there in some form in the first
place. But before uelng the machine the infor-
mation wae uzeiees and without the machine
wouid have remained dormmt.

Ifavtng established why we we machines ●t
all, we must conalder some of the techniques
required for using machinee. TMs subject in
sufficiently broad as to require separate treat-
ment eleewbere. Deutach’ has analyzed the
fundamentals of Uiis probiem admlrzbly. How-
ever,weshallbrtefty discuss the concept of
Coding.

In order to empioy machines efficiently it is
necessary to tranaiate information into a form
more amenable to the mechanical operations
one wfehea to perform. Tfde requiree that
eomewhere along the line an encoding process
take place. It may be possible to use a type-
writer slmiiar to the cete preparing thin page to
reoord 4 nameonamagnetictape.The key-

beard of thm mnohttwt looks ezsetiy the mtne se
my other keyboard. However, the keya cause
patterns of magnetic apote to a~ear on the
tape. The typiet ia not aware that a coding proc -
ecs Is taking pface. The resultant tam can be
fed into zoother machine which caueee type-
writer keya or type bara to be activated, typing
the aamq name or item of information on a
piece of paper. Externatiy one is not aware
that ● coding operation hze taken piace. The
coding wan done mechanically, but nsverthelesa
Ccdtng took place. In other, Iess sophisticated
machines it is necessary to prrform coding op-
erations that are quite apparent to the obaemer.
For eaample, one may represent a name by a
number. Adzma may be coded ae 1125, Jones
as 3456 and Smith as 8698. Thie would enable
certain machines to manipiate the information
more ezeily than in the “original’ form. This
ia true of punched-card machines which handle

alphabetic information through numerical coding
or by coding the ietters of the alphabet into two-
hole pztterne. Thus, in the case of the nzmea
above it wouid be posslbie to arrange the names
ziphabeticaliy in two waye. One couid prepare
a fiie of cards where the individual names are
punched in letter codes on a card and then ar -

r~ the czrde by machine in alphabetical or-
der. Or one couid mereiy punch the numerical
cede number on a card and arrange the czrde
in numericai order. It can be eeen thatsuch a
numertcal arrangement of the carde eimultane-
eualy alphabetizes the cards becauee the code
numbers were assigned in increasing numerical
value starting at A on through the alphabet. An
added degree of machine efficiency 1s obtained
U one bee to deal witi a four digit number rather
than an eleven letter name. If one repeatedly
alphabetizes the same file, the saving in time
can be quite large. Thie might aleo appiy in
hand sorting euch a ftle. once the codleg opera-

tion has bsen pwforntsd one has Wablishod ths

basis for ,mechsnlsation. Consequently, theee
techniques may appiy to the use of humane M
weli as machines.

bt this paper the problem of literature
searching shall be emphasized. The prtnciplea
apply to information analysie of ail kinds. The
present work wae inltia~ however, with the
spectfic probiem of searching scientific liters.
ture in mind. In literature searching probieme
there is, prior to the ccaiing operation mentioned
above, a most important etep necessary to im -
piementlng searches, mechanical and otherwtse.
We usually refer to this zz lndeaing or catalogi-
ng. In this operation we attempt to decide what
avenuee may lead to the par’thuiar document
involved. ● ●

Indexing deciaiom are usually based solely
on the contents of the document. In certattt
specialized indexing operation tAe indeaing

‘Kari W. Deutmh, ‘Communication Theory ●nd Social Science,” The American Journal of
Orthepsychiatry vel. XXL No. 3, JIIV :?~:, P. ●wY-U.

●OThi, .**P I. quit- ieeff:=i.mt b.=au.e w. In&X ●very it.rn .ven thou#b ● iA r8e percentage me y

savor b desired or chlied for. However, lit has ●n yet b-en impossible to dacid- in ●dvance which
items wiii be dasirod or what criteria will ba required in makins ● search. Therefor*, we must

index ●vmythina - la ●dvance. Perlups we may tomeda y find now methods of handiing information

thatwill obviate this very costly ●tcp. Until that time, however, indexing i mfundamental to ●ll

searcbipg systems. The iadexlng dilcmme ha # its analoaue a in eommutrication problams of ●ll
serto. If tba telqhone compmy knew, la ●dvanc., those teltphonc numbers to b- a.archad for in
directories, it would be possibla to prapar8 much smeli-r diroctori~s. It would be Intara ctinE te
laara tho munbor of name- that ● ra rmver conmdtcd in the directories. A pr~liminary #tatistic
would b. the number of uaiinte+ telephones.
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will ciao include considerations of the users in-
terests, e. g., a decument may concern the bud-
get of a certain Industrial corporation. A medi -
cai indeaing staff may decide that thin document

~e.sion, even though there is not theslight-
ms be of interest to members of the medical

wt mention of medicine.. However, it is impoa -
slble to anticipate ali of the ~sible avenues
~ ~pproach to a particular dcaiment. To fa.
cilitate indexing, indexers select a numbex of
dwcriptors which moat adequately cover the
mcbject materiai of the document. These are
ref errad to se subject headings, terms, rubrics,
etc. It will be seen that these descriptors taken
together often constitute the basic eubject matter
of a document. Thus, a study on the tme ef DDT
in agvicuiture may be adequately described by
&@ subject headings DfYT and AGRICULTURE.

In preparing documents for coding, the se-
lection of these nubject headings la therefore a
most important step. Once tbie haa been done
coding can proceed or perhaps indexing and
coding can be combined. Coding obviowly can-
not precede indexing. fn the presen, study an
indexer selects a embject heading and a coder
assigns ● cede number to tbst heading once it
is selected. Indexing wouid produce a &ta
sheet or marlw pn originaf copy. The code
mmhers would ueuaily b added to these data
sheets or originai copy by the coder. Once this
la dene it IS pwsible to prepare a punched card.
(U some other device than pinched card equip-
ment were wed then the appropriate medium
would Ymprepared as e.g., a strip of magnetized
tape.) Once the punched card has bwn pre -
pared we have eetabiished the “machine Index.”
Efficient uee of the index depamta on the inter-
ventbm of ●.machine.

Tba use of punched-cards in literature
searching is not new. Punched-card instalia-
tiow of va rtow kinds have been in existence for
some tffne. However, the range of information
problems handled by punched-card machines
has bwn eeverely limited untfl recentiy becawe
of iimited flexibility. (This does not mean tbnt
in certain specific applications ouch as account-
ancy theeo machitfea are not capabie of amazing
ftaodbiiity.) It shxit be shown that with tbe we
of the 101 punched-card machine even greater
versatility is possible if combined with well
@mad operations.
Itwillbeueedui to reviewtheproblem fur-

ther end considerwhst have bawn the major dtf-

ficulUes in using standard punched-card equiP-
ment for the purpoeee of informaUon analyeis.
One difficulty in using the punched-card 10 the
physical limitation of the card itself, A 3 x 5
file card has an amazing storage capacity. Tbs
difficulty there is that printed mstter is as yet
impoaeible to .eearch mechahicaliy. Tire etrmd-
ard punched-card ie larger Uwm the 3 x 5 card
but actuxliy one is iimited tn the amount of in-
formation that can be piaced in 80 coiurnw or
SS0 different punching positlona, i.e., i2 to a
column. One must add to thin great pbyeicai
imitation the limitations im~ed by the vari-
eue punched-card machines in their ability to
manl pulate these carda. Thus, the etandard
eorting machine can only Omrate on one column
at a time. Tbia ie the equivalent of reading ona
letter on a printed page. With certain attach-
ment one can increase the number of columns
that can be searched simuUaneoaely. fn other
machines like the coilator tJiere is increased
searching abiiity. Suffice it to say that these
limitations of card capacity and machine fled-
bility have necessitated many laborious tech-
niques in preparing punched-card files. One oi
these in the technique of placing in a designated
area of the card a epecific category of informa-

tion. Thin results in whet ix catted the fixed
field card. Thus, if one has specified that ail
chemical information ia to be pinched in the
first ten columne of the card it ia only necessary
to search one eighth of the card to locate certain
items of chemical interest. One difficulty that
immediately arisee here is that there ia con-
siderable waste of space. In a medical file per.
bape oniy ten to fifteen ~rcent of the informa-
tion is of a chemicai nature. On the other hand,
those documents that do deai with chemical con-
cepts may require several chemical descriptors.
U the card haa room for only one chemicei do-
Scrimor it is necessary to prepare a card for
each such descriptor. 310tvever, one may ask
why uee the fixed field card? Tbia is reason-
able. If this is not done one ioeee efficiency in
smploying the machines eince it wouid be nec -
ewary to search the entire card if punching
were random. ons efandard sorter this might
mean a fantastic inormse in sorting time. In
the present study we aeked the same queetion.
Would it be pwsibio to search a card which was
not of the fixad field type7 Tbix ia kaeicaily the
same a~roach wed in IBM’e Photeelecwic
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scanning punched card machlne.’Brtefly then,
Rlatntendadt oshewprlmarily that It le posei-
ble to prepare ● rather efficient pinched card
fllo, wfilchc an besearchedwlfhthe 101 with
eatreme versatility. This machine, Iftheee
nawtechniquee are employ~ can ha ueeful In
extremely complicated Informtrtlon selection
probleme aa well aavarloue other standcrd
searching problems.

The Welch Medical Indexing Project haa
SpeCifted Cetiht Criteria in approaching the
ttae of mechlnee for the searching of scientific
literature,’ It wae felt that elmpllcity wna para-
motuk to our opaatlona. Thle crppliee to punch-
ing es well as codfn~ Thie further applies to
searching. Mnuchly hea etated that alnce cod-
ing mtd punching 1.s done only once this may ba
toohareh a requirement. [n principle he IS cor -
rect. But in terms of the immediately practicnl
~oblome @ indexing medical Iitorature it was
feltthrttthis rtrutihwrn-antodd not be over -
bekad. The vttrloutt avenues that brought us to
the tecnhlques employed will not be discu%wl.

It merely remaine to describ the capabi 11tJr9
of ihe system, es well aa some of Its opernhng

features.

The punched-card ie divhfed tnto areas 01 a
SWOifiedItUMberof columns. Thus, In @rt. 1
siateen five columnareae are ehown. Ftve —
dfglt code numbers are punched In each of these
e.reae. These numbere are pinched without any
reference to category co Ie necessary on the

fixed field card. Ae many M elxtean code num -
bera could be ptmched on the card. lmkod, all
efateen could be from the same d$sclpflne such
ac sixteen symptoms In a medical case history.
The code numbers preeently used are numerl-
eai. However, thy couid be alphabetical or n
combination of the two. U a document requlrem

more than eiateen five digit descrlptore N Is
Poeaible to use 55 many additional carde as re-
quired. Thie might@ the case in purchasing

and eupply files where items are described ●C-
cording to dozens of criteria ae in etemnahlp
parts. Chemical documents may contain irdor-
mation on hundreda of compounds. The code
numbere which are empioyed by the Indexing
ProJect are the came an the eeriaJ numbers
used in connection with punched card operntione
intended for the preparation of printed indexee’
ae contracted with the present operatimt in-
volvtng machine eearching.

The dctalle of the actual 10i mw!hine fune-
tlone wI)I be explained elsewhei e, a I weli M
certain mathematical cmtaideratione pertinent
to oqr use of the machine, The important pelnt
now 1.9 - what ie the 101 capable of?

lt Ie possible to search the punched-card
file for any code number desired on s single
pass of the carde. Since the card doee nnt use
fixed fields It is not neceeeary to specify that
the code number will be found In a certain loen-
tlon, TltltJ httfi beds obviated ky apcaial wlrtng

of the controlpahel~otthe 101. ‘l’hattbtlltyto
searchfor any particular code number is Im -
portant. However, what dose thie mean in prao-
tical terms? In cenducthrg a literatureeearch
oneestablishescertaincrlterie for makingthat
search, Thus, in searching for all documents
on antibiotics one muet aaeume that in the index.
Ing procedure all pertimamt dooumente were in.
dexed under antiirfotice and that the code num-
ber for antibiotics appears in any card that wU1
be selected by the machine.* Xrtthe language cd
symbolic logic the ability to eearch for ● single
code number may be stated ee meeting the re-
qulrementa of a first order march. Wlmt abowt
the higher order searchea which may involve

what are tailed icgicnl sums, prnducta and dff.

ferencee? One may epaeify in ● eearch that aft
desired documents should fmve been coded for
antibiotics (code number A). One may further
s~clfy that any document coded for antihieta.
mimics (code number B) wiil aieo be deeired.

‘Mochanlned SyctomLauachs ● New Era for Llt*returc San rching, - Chemkat ●nd Ensineerin~

Netm vol. 30, No. Z?, July 7, 1952, p. 2806-10.

‘knford V. hrkey, Williamina A. Himwich, ●nd Helen G. Fieid, ‘C~tegorl-tion ● s a Sad. for
MMcMno C0din8, - unpubiiabed report.

‘John W. Mauchly. Parmnal Communication.

‘ShWeac Gerfietd, .The Pr.pration of the CURRENT LfSTOF MEDICAL LITERATURE by
Puachcd-Card Method-, ” unpublished report,

●It is not Irrelevant to mention ●t this point that usirq a machine of this typ dmuid probably not

bc conoidared if one IS ●aarchina for ● n atticlc written by John Jones in i952. on- should not confum
tie problems invoived in printed indexa~ and ‘machine mdexeu. - You do not mod ● Csdillac to croaa

the ●treot. The failure of the puriched card ●quipment at H~rwell (6) was not *urprlmin#, .i!re. em
Aeuld eaiy crmtemplato using machines for taskt which are too diIflcult if notImposoibia to parferm
by ●riatias tdmiqucc.
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This Is a logical awn, Le., A + B. One may
WSCtfY Chat decumenta coded for A are desired
but only if they do not contain B. ThIa is a logf -
cai difference, L e., A - B. One may finally,
epecify that selected documents be coded for
both A and B. This 1.s a logical preduct, 1. e.,
AB. Thase e%smples are second order sesrchws,
L e., they involve two descriptors. Using our
101 fechniquea it is poasihle to meke all of the
above searches. Furthermore, it is possible to
omke searohes theoretically of the 50th order.* ●

A fifth order search might be A + BC - (D + E).
Tbo requirements of thta march ere thatif
either D or E appear, the document is net de-
sir~, if B afrd C occur In the same decument
or U A appeara then the document IS desired
providing D or E do not appear. In ihe ianguage
of the 101 one would first lest” for D or E. If
eitham were present the card would uot be se-
lected. ff neither D uor E were present the 101
wowid then %e@t” for A. U it were present the
card would be selected. U A were net present
tfw 101 would then nest” for the presence of B
sad C and only If both werw present wotdd the
card be aeleete& Of eouiwa, all of the %etas
would be performed airnultsneouzly.

This type of versatility IS not available in
most ~chsd-card seiection systems. How-
ever, this is M the limit of one’s abilities to
make searches with the 101. Careful considera-
tion wee given to ihe fact thst in making searches
by machine it is unfortunately necesssry to scan
every card in the file, uniesa spscial prefiiing
ix done, Without specifying prefiling this
(searching the entire file) is a mest tnefflcient
feature of rneciumized searching. This is the
case in the Rapid Selector’ where thousands of

frames cd microfilm may be scanoed in order to
find one or a few desii’ed documents. It was
felt that this shortcoming could in part be mtni -
mtsed if it were possible to perform several
searches almukaneouzly, fn the case of the
Harwell exparlment the complaint was that
severaf eearches could wot be made simultane -
OUSIY. Notwithstanding the fact that they were
iMtem@ng to make searcha.c tbst are more

properly made with printed indexes or files of
S x 5 cards, they erroneously concluded that
simultaneous eearches are UOCposeible with
punched -card equipment. Using the 101 it {e
pcsslble to make simultaneous searches. br-
deed it is pnible to make es many M nine or
ten fifth order searches at one time. The sig-
nificance cd this feature should uet be over-
leoked, since it increases the effective speed of

ef one miiliom cards that requires eleut 40 bra

the machine se much as ten fold. T us a search

work is made considerably more practical when
the same time is required to do ten searchei!
simultxneeusly.

U we now take into consideration the possi-
bilities C4prefilbrg the puuched card file it may
be possibie to speed up aearchea coneiderxbly.
Several possibilities exist here. However, we
shall at present only consider appreschee which
do not require dupiicaticm of cards, because this
is one of the defects we sre trying to remove by
introducing more versatile equipment. (U in
common practice in many centers te prepsre a
csrd for each descriptor used in indexing decu-
rnenta mid by auital?la preftlirtg it 1s Peuoible to
reduce the number of cards required tor search.
Ieg to a small number~ However, ultimately mte
rune into a epace problem. M one has a million
case histories with an average of ten sym@cmte
per csze one hes to deal with ten million cerde,
Nevertheless, if one has eatremeiy large files
it is possible 10 visoalize that even such dupli.
cation of csrds would net obviate the need for

the eeruching systems described here, since
one may stiil sesrch for combinations of cri-
teria that appear many thousands of times in
the file. Such is the case, e. g., in searchteg
for ali materiai on antibiotics in respiratory
infections, or any other combination of generia
terms. Possibiy the right combination of pre-
filtng and judicious programming will prwide
the most economical solution.

In dealing with a singla cxrd per dmument
it is still ~sible to prefile cards inoucha way
es to makesearchingmoreefficient. one ap-
proech is to take into consideration the number

‘W D. Ashthorpe, “The Punched Card Indexing Experiment at the Library cd the Atomic Energy
ICecaarchf5ctabiiohment, Harwell, - ASLIB Proceeding-, vol. 4, May 1952, p. 101-104.

fR ●lph IL. Sbaw, ‘Machine. and the Bibliographical Problems of tlm Twentieth Century, - Bibiiog.
raphy in ● n Age of Science, U, of Illinois Preta, ‘Urbana, 1951, p. 58-62.

●*TbC ●y.rag. document rarelv require. mm. than a dozen descriptors. It 18 tberefc. re urmace*-
●ary to ma.tma #aarcb of higher order then the masimum number of doccriptors aasigned to any one

doe-em.
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